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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
%cus*nt Control Desk
d9:hlr.gton, DC 20555

Reference: Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station
Docket Number 50-254, DPR-29, Unit One

Enclosed is Licensee Event fieport (LER) 92-008. Revision 00, for Quad Cities
Nuclear Power Station.

This report is submitted in accordance with the requirements of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 50.13(a)(2)(v)(D). The licensee shall
report any event or condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment
of the safety function of structures or systems that are needed to mitigate
the consequences of an accident.

Respectfully,

COMMONHEALTH EDISON COMPANY
QUAD CITIES NUCLEAR POWER STATION
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Station Manager
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At 1345 hours on January 5, 1991, Unit One was in the Shutdown Mode in the cold
condition. Inspections of the 1A and IB Residual Heat Removal (RHR) [BO) Room '

Coolers [CLR) found that they were fouled with silt and small debris. At that time
the condition of the room ccclers were not considered to be a degradation of RHR
system. ~

A re-evaluation of these inspections on March 11. 1992 determined that the ability
of the Unit One RHR system to provide long term coeling following an accident had
been put into question.

The 1A and 18 RHR room coolers were fouled due to insufficient cleaning, which
allowed accumulation of sediment and debris to block respectively 39 and 13.6 -

; percent of the tubes,
,

The cartective action for this event was to clean the room coolers when fouling was
originally discovered. The stations implementation of Generic letter 89-13 will
insure that the coolers remain clean-through periodic inspections and the
installation of monitoring equipment. '
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Ceneral Electric - Boiling Hater Reactor - 2511 MHt rated core therm 31 power.

EEGl JD?dLU.E1CAUOR; Unit One RHR Roon Coolers Fouled Hith Debris Due to
insufficient Cleaning.

A. CORDJJ10RS fR10!LlQ_IERU

Unit: One Event Date: January 5, 1991 Event Tima: 1345
Reactor Hode: 1 Mode Name: SHUTDOWN Power Level: 007.

This report was initiated by Deviation Raport D-4 1-92-022.

SHUTDOHN Hode (1) - In this position, a reactor scram is initiated, power to the '

control rod drivet, is removed, and the reactor protection trip systems have been
deenergized for 10 seconds prior to permissive for manual reset.

B. RESCRIE110lLQE.._EYERI:

At 1345 hours on January 5, 1991, Unit One was in the Shutdown Mode in the cold
condition. Technical Staff personnel were performing inspections of the safety
related service water heat exchangers in accordance with the station commitment to
Generic Letter (GL) 89-13. " Fouling of Safety Related Service Water System." These
inspections found that tt.e 1A and 18 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) (BO) Room Coolers
[CLR) were fouled with silt and sN11 debris. At this tirne the condition of the
room coolers were not consMered to be a degradation of RHR system.

These inspections were reviewed on March 11, 1992, due to similar fouling being
found on the Unit Two RHR room coolers. The Unit Two fouling of the RHR room
coolers was considered to degrade the long term design function of the RHR system,
and required notification tc the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The review
of the Unit One inspections resulted in a similar i.onclusion, an after-the-fact NRC
notification. This notification was made at 1100 hours, on March 11, 1992.

' On November 24, 1990, at 1220 hours, the 1A room cooler had been inspected by
station Technical Staff personnel. A precleaning inspection was performed in
accordance with the commitment to GL 89-13. This inspection determined that 19 out
of 48 tubes on the first pass were plugged, resulting in a loss of 39 percent of
the flow. The remainter of the cooler had only six more tubes blected. This
resulted in a total of 25 out of 196 tubes being blocked,

following the initial inspection; the working group was directed to clean the room
| cooler. On Noveniber 25, 1990, a post cleaning inspection was performed. This

inspection determined that all tubes in the 1A RHR room cooler were clean and free
l of debris.
|
!
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The fouled condition of the 1A room cooler required that the IB room cooler be
inspected for similar plugging. GL 89-13 requires that the sister components be
inspected if components are found to be fouled during the initial inspection.

On January 5, 1991, at 1345 hours, the IB RHR room cooler was inspected. This
inspection found thht 26 tubes out of a total of 192 were blocked in the room

cooler. This represents 13.6 percent of the tubes being completely blocked.
General silt accumulation was estimated to result in an additional ten percent loss
in heat transfer capability.

_

The working department was directed to clean to cooler following the inspection.
At 1100 hours on January 8, 1991 a post cleaning inspection was performed. The a

inspection insured that the cooler coils tere clean and free of all blockage prior
to reassembly.

At this time the fouling of the RHR room coolers was not considered to be a
degradation of the RHR system. A study by the Nuclear fuel Services (NFS)
Department indicated that the RHR room cooler may not even be needed for the RHR
system to perform its design function. This study was in the review process and
had not been implemented at the station.

The implementation of GL 89-13 conynitted the station to inspect one loop of cooler',
,

each outage and only expand to sister components on the same unit when fouling was
evident. Inspection of Unit T o components was planned for the next refuel outage
(Q2Ril). As the fouling of the Unit One RHR room coolers was not considered to
degrade the RHR system, it was felt that imediate inspection of the Unit Two
coolers was not warranted.

On March 4, 1992, Unit two was in the Refuel Mode for a scheduled Refuel outage -

(02R11). Inspections of the 2A and 2B RHR room coolers found that they were fouled
beyoad these design limits. At this time the results of these inspections were
viewed as a d) gradation of the RHR system and a 4-~nour non-emergency notification a

was mide to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The Unit Two cooler fouling
is further detailed in Licensee Event Report 92-007.

On March 11, a review of the previous Unit One room cooler intpections was
performed due to the reportability of the Unit Two RHR coolers.. This review
resulted in the determination that a report should have been made for the
degradation of the Unit One RH4 system. The room coolers may not have been able to
remove the required heat from the rooms during a design base accident (DBA). This
would have degraded the ability of the RHR system to provide long term heat re oval.

At 1100 hours a 4-hour non-emergency notificatica was made to report the
degradation of the RHR systeia, found during the previous Unit One Refuel outage. '

DVR (B
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C. AIPMtiLLAUSLOLEVElil:

This report is being submitted in accordance with the requirements of
10CFR50.73(aM2)(v)(B) which requires the reporting of any event or condition that
could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety function of structures or
systems that are needed to mitigate the consequences of an accident.

The 1A and IB RHR room coolers were fouled due to insufficient cleaning, which
allowed accumulation of sediment and debris to block respectively 39 cnd 13.6
percent of the tubes.

The 1A and IB RHR room coolers had not been cleaned in over ten years. Regular
inspection and cleanings were not required or performed for the Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS) room coolers.

Generic Letter (GL) 89-13 was issued to inform the nuclear industry of the need to
insure that service water systems are able to provide required cooling in the event
of a design base event. In response to this letter, Quad Cities Station committed
to testing or inspecting various components of the service water systems. This
commitment required the station to test or inspect the components of one loop per
refueling outage. It was during the inspection of the Unit One "A' loop components
that the IA RHR room cooler was found to be partially plugged. This determination
required the station to exp6nd its inspection to cover the IB RHR room cooler. The
inspection of the IB room cooler determined similar fouling.

.

The room cooler cooling water is supplied by the Unit Diesel Generator Cooling
Hater (DGCH) Pump. The DGCH pumps take a suction from the Residual Heat Removal
Service Hater (RHRSH) pump suction header. This system uses Mississippi river
water as the heat sink. The river water that is pumped through the system contains
silt and small debris.

These coolers had not been opened fur cleaning or inspections for over ten years.
Over this period of time blockage occurred due to the accumulation of silt and
debris in regions of low flow, or during periods while the pumps are off.

D. SAEITY NdallSILQf_EVERI:

The safety consequences of this event was minimal. The degradation of the room
coolers would not have prevented RHR system pumps and valves from perforrhing their
immediate design safety function. There was no damage to the RHR system, plant
operating paraineters, or to station personnel.

DVR 68
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The design heat removal for the room coole.s is based en a cooling t:ater
temperature of 95 degrees. The maximum historical Mississippi river temperature
recorded at the station was 88.7 degrees. A computer model of the coolers, using a
unit two RHR room cc,oler that had 58 percent blockage, determined that at a maximum
river temperature or 87 degrees the cooler would have been able to provide adequate
heat removal. The majority of the historical river water temperature data is-

significantly less titan 87 degrees. This study would indicate that the 1A and IB
CHR room coolers would have been capable of removing the design heat load at all
times, as they were less fouled.

The partial plugging of a room cooler would still allow some heat removal from the
room. A gradual temperature increase could occur if the fouling and a high river
temperature prevented adequate heat removal. The Environmental Qualification
temperature for the RHR corner rooms Is 150 degrees. This would mean that the RHR
system would havt been available for a period of time before the room temperature
reached the upper limit.

A study performed by Nuclear fuel Services (NFS1 determined that the ECCS room
coolers are not required for rooms that are open to the reactor building. This
would exempt che Unit One P.HR room cooler from being required to be operable as
heet would exit the roo:n through the open hatches. The study indicates that the
fouled coolers would not degrade the RHR system. Although this study has not yet
been implemented by the station, it further demonstrates the probability that
adequait cooling was available at all times.

E. COMECI11 LAG 1016:

The immediate corrective action after the inspections was to direct the working
group to : lean the room coolers. This insured that the RHR room coolers would be
capable of removing the heat loads front the RHR corner rooms, and maintain the
room; below their EQ iemperature limit.

After.the room coolers were cleaned, a post cleaning inspection was performed.
These inspections determined that all tubes were clean and free of debris. As
these rooms coolers have not been cleaned in over ten years, and the plugging was
only partial, it is believed that the fouling was a gradual process, Per the
station commitment to GL 89-13 one loop of room coolers will be inspected each
outage. Due to similar design, the station has expanded its commitment to GL
89-13, to inspect both "A" and "B" loops of the RHR and Core Spray room cooleis
each outage. This will prevent the reoccurrence of significant fouling due to long
periods without cleaning.

DVR 68
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Per the station commitment to generic letter 89-13, a method of rwanitoring the
condition of these room coolers is being implemented. Modification M4-i(2)-87-026.
ECCS Room Cooler Hod, has installed pressure gauges on the inlet and outlet of the
coolers. A procedure to trend and analyze these pressures has been developed.
This will insure that if a cooler is becoming blocktid, action can be taken before
the design er.argin is exceeded.

f. PREY 10VLEYElflS:

This report is being made after-the-fact, due to the results of $1milar inspections
performed during the Unit Two Refuel outage (02Ril). These inspections found
similar fouling of the Unit Two RHR room coolers, and is documented in t.icensee
Event Report 92-007.

G. CQ! IPA! jet (LFalLURLDAIA:

There was no component failure associated with this avent.
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